
 
Thank you for purchasing the Tether Tools TabStrap 

Tethering and Workstation Solutions for Photographers 
 

 

For help with assembly, identifying parts, product information or to order accessories, please contact us. 
Tel:  1-888-854-6565 Ext. 2  

(in Arizona call 480-949-0808) 
www.TetherTools.com Email: CustomerService@TetherTools.com 

 

Please read and keep this pamphlet, it contains important SAFETY INFORMATION.   
 

Tether Tools’ TabStrap featuring BlackRapid offers users a versatile and secure sling strap system for 
wearing an iPad or tablet hands-free. The product includes a BlackRapid Metro Strap with ConnectR and 

Hitch D Ring and a Tether Tools Wallee Connect Lite bracket.  The system is designed to work in 

conjunction with the Wallee iPad and Tablet Case (sold separately).   

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

The Connect Lite bracket features a locking X mechanism on one side for secure connection to the 
iPad/Tablet in the Wallee Case.  The other side of the bracket features dual 1/4"-20 threads one on the 

center back; the other on the outer edge.  
 

To mount the tablet, first secure the Connect Lite to the strap, tripod, arm or support of choice.  For use 

in wearing the iPad/Tablet, screw the DRing into the outer edge ¼”-20 socket. Next, insure the tablet is 
securely positioned in the Wallee Case (www.TetherTools.com/install) and place the case’s “X” over the X 

on the bracket.  Rotate the tablet onto the Connect Lite bracket.  A quick turn and the tablet case will 
“click” and lock in place. With another quick turn, the device shifts from portrait to landscape orientation.  

Use caution when rotating device orientation.  Be sure tablet is rotating on the locking “X” and the 
bracket is not rotating or loosening on the threads.  For a short video on using and adjusting the 

BlackRapid strap visit:  www.TetherTools.com/BR 

The Wallee system and Connect Lite offer hundreds of configurations for mounting your tablet.  For 

details visit: www.TetherTools.com/wallee 

When not in use as a TabStrap, the Connect Lite can be used to mount the iPad/Tablet on a tripod, 
ballhead, arm or stand.  The included black handle can be used for leverage when rotating or removing 

the Connect Lite from the tablet case.  Alternately, the black post/handle can be screwed into the center 

of the Connect Lite to prop up the tablet at the perfect typing and viewing angle.      
 

To clean the Connect Lite use a damp towel or soft cloth. DO NOT use chemicals or abrasive cleaners. 
Only use product for its intended purpose.  Failure to do so could cause injury and void warranty.  

Connect Lite is made in the U.S.A.  To see a complete list of Tether Tools accessories visit 
www.TetherTools.com/wallee.   

 
 

 

 
 
 

(Tripod adapters and arms sold separately.) 
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